Abstract. It is an important issue for the security of network that how to detect new intrusions attack. This paper investigates unsupervised intrusion detection method. A distance definition for mixed attributes, a simple method calculating cluster radius threshold, a outlier factor measured deviating degree of a cluster, and a novel intrusion detection method are proposed in this paper. The experimental results show that the method has promising performance with high detection rate and low false alarm rate, also can detect new intrusion.
Introduction
The signature-based detection methods and supervised anomaly detection methods can only detect previously known intrusion, at same time signature database and labeled data has to be manually processed. To upper flaws, unsupervised anomaly detection methods have been addressed recently [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, existing unsupervised methods have some problems: (1)They cannot deal with categorical attributes or deal with categorical attributes too complicatedly. ( 2)The results of detection are sensitive to the parameter, and it is difficult to select the parameter. (3) It isn't reasonable that the objects in the small clusters are labeled anomalous. This paper is mainly concerned with these problems.
Notation and Definition
Suppose dataset D is featured by m attributes( categorical and m continuous), categorical attributes before continuous attribute, is the set of i-th attribute value. 
Definition 2: Given a cluster C, the cluster summary information (CSI) for C is defined as: CSI , kind for the type of the cluster C with 'normal' or 'attack', n for the size of the cluster C, describes the frequency information for categorical attribute value and the centroid of numerical attributes. 
(1) The distance between objects p and cluster C is defined as d (p,C) ,
(2) The distance between clusters and C is defined as ,
is the result of clustering on training data D, The outlier factor of cluster C is defined as harmonic means of distances between cluster and other clusters:
The Clustering-Based Intrusion Detecting Method

Clustering
We use the least distance principle to cluster dataset into hyper spheres with almost the same radius [3] . The details about the clustering are described as follows.
Step 1: Initialize the set of clusters, S, to the empty set, read a new object p.
Step 2: Create a cluster with the object p.
Step 3: If no objects are left in the database then turn to step 6, else read a new object p, find the cluster C in S that is closest to the object p. In other words, find a cluster C in S, such that for all in S ,
Step 4: If turn to step 2, where r is threshold.
Step 5: else merge object p into cluster C and, modify the CSI of cluster C.
Step 6: Stop.
The Intrusion Detection Method
Our intrusion detection method is composed of modeling and detecting module.
(1) Setting up model
Step 1,Clustering:Cluster training set T and produce clusters .
Step 2, Labeling clusters: Sort clusters C and make them meet . Search the smallest b , which satisfies 
Tuning Parameters
(1) Selecting threshold r According to the process of clustering, threshold r should greater than inter-cluster distance and less than intra-cluster. So we guess logically that r should be close to average distance of any pair's objects. The details are described as follows:
①Choosing randomly N0 pairs of objects in the dataset D. ②Computing the distances between each pair objects. is the approximation ratio of outlier to whole dataset. A rule of thumb in statistics is that the proportion of contaminated data in a dataset is usually less than 5% and almost always less than 15%, so we general let be about 0.95. If we have prior knowledge on the ratio, we may select ε more accurate.
Experimental Results
The 10% subset of KDDCUP99 [6] is used to evaluate our algorithm. We divide the subset into two subset P1, P2. P1 contains 40459 records (96% normal). P2 contains some unknown attacks type in the P1. We set up model on training set P1, and test model on testing set P2. By computing, EX=0.063, DX=0.043, let ε =0.95, the table 1 show detection result with distinct r. The table 2 shows contrast of results on dataset KDDCUP99 among methods. 
Conclusion
In practice, unsupervised detection methods are important, because these methods can be applied to raw collected system data and do not need to be manually labeled which can be an expensive process. In this paper, we presented a new unsupervised intrusion detection method,the method needn't any prior classification about training data and the knowledge about new attacks. The experimental results show that our method outperforms the existing methods on accuracy.
